Incredible strategy / RPG Shadow Quest is available in Russia/CIS!
St. Petersburg, 12th of December, 2016. Nova Games announces availability of a new title "Shadow
Quest: Heroes Story". The game is ready for download in Russia/CIS on the App Store through this link,
and on the Google Play via this link.
Shadow Quest is a deep, colorful strategy game with strong RPG elements and a depth of gameplay that
rivals modern PC games.
Lead a party of four heroes of various classes forward by using their special abilities. Power up your
party in various ways while exploring dungeons in which well-earned rewards await you among enemies
and traps. Shadow Quest combines classical RPG elements (leveling up characters, special items,
potions, crafting) and the best modern combat mechanics based not just on characters' skills, but also
their positional abilities.
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Deep combat mechanics that rival PC games. Your search for synergy and balance among your
heroes will produce impressive results.
Dozens of diverse heroes. Each hero has a unique personality, set of equipable items, skills, and
abilities.
Three character classes: Tank, Fighter, and Healer. This allows you to find your own combat style
and develop your own unique strategy.
Each chapter of the campaign ends with a boss battle that demands serious effort to win. As a
reward, you will get Shade Essence and gain the ability to craft legendary equipment with unique
characteristics.
Countless different items, item crafting, character leveling, and a steady drip of new content.
Complete quests and get keys that can be used to open treasure chests.

At the moment, the game is on the soft-launch at the App Store/Google Play in the following countries:
Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Kyrgyzstan.
App Store link: http://m.onelink.me/e5b3853d
Google Play link: http://m.onelink.me/bd3133e5
To get more information, please contact Sergey Grachov (sergey@novagames.com), who is the General
Producer of the game.

